
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

MEET CLIENT GIANT What is Client Giant?

Client Giant is a gifting service that is designed to keep you top of mind
and re-engage relationships with past clients in an organic way. In a time
when the market is oversaturated with options, it is important to make
sure that you stick out from the crowd. There is no better way to build,
maintain, and revive relationships than by making their day with a
thoughtful gift. Client Giant helps automate a process that turns every
single one of your buyers & sellers into a referral machine.

THE DISCOUNT How much is the discount?

Allied Title and Client Giant have partnered to offer a 5% discount on all
transactional and constant care plans.

Who qualifies for this discount?

This discount is available to any agent who works with Allied Title!

How do I get started?

If you are interested in learning more about Client Giant, or would love
to get started with our exclusive link, please email the Client Experience
Team at cx@alliedtitleandescrow.com. 

How many times can I use this link?

This link works only once, so make sure you maximize your savings and
add every client you would like to enroll. Did you forget to add a client,
or do you have somebody new you would like to add? No problem!
Every time you work with Allied Title, you qualify for a new discount link!

SPECIAL SITUATIONS I am already a Client Giant user! Can I apply this discount to
my existing Client Giant Plans?

The discount is only available for new Plans or Packages you want to start
for your clients. 

I am planning on using Client Giant at a higher volume, is
there a better discount available?

Yes! Client Giant does offer Volume Programs. Discounts start at 300
Plans or 300 Transactions per year. Please reach out to the Client
Experience team at cx@alliedtitleandescrow and we will connect you
with the right person at Client Giant if you're interested. 
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